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Plug included
Products with this mark have plugs 
already in the kit.

Reversible sink
Products with this icon can be
freely installed with the drainer either 
on the right or left by just turning the 
product around.

Pull-out spout
This function allows to pull out the 
spout and fill up high dishes or for 
precise washing.

Two streams
Choice of one of two types of stream.

Flexible spout
The spout can be freely controlled to 
precisely direct the jet at flushing or 
filling dishes.

Pull-out spray handle
This function allows to pull out the 
spray handle and fill up high dishes or 
for precise washing.

Easy Clean
Easy cleaning function removing 
sedimentary limestone.

Vertical adjustment
Adjustable handle spacing
to enable installation in existing
holes.

Three spray types
The possibility of choosing one of three 
types of stream.

Safe stop 38°C
Hot water flow blocking function.

Click-Clack
Click-Clack drain valve

Anti-Twist
Hoses with Anti-Twist tip
do not twist.
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We are presenting our new catalogue  
with Ferro’s range of black bathroom and 
kitchen mixers called Ferro Black Concept.
Black accessories are a real hit in current interior 
design trends. We trust that this catalogue will 
make it easier for you to choose the ideal line from 
Ferro Black Concept mixers and showers for your 
home. All models, apart from interesting design,  
are produced with attention to detail and the black 
finish is durable and aesthetic.

More than 
you expect.

BLACK CONCEPT
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Black colour - 
always fashionable

in a bathroom

in a kitchen

Black mixers fit perfectly into the enduring 
style of minimalism in interiors. They emphasize 
its simplicity and add elegance to bathrooms. 
Regardless of the chosen colour of walls and 
ceramics, black mixers will always look chic and 
aesthetic.

While choosing kitchen equipment,  
it would be a good idea to spend more time 
to learn about the possibilities and types 
of kitchen faucets. A fashionable, stylishly 
furnished kitchen is determined not only by 
interesting layout, eye-catching front surfaces, 
high quality household appliances or the colour 
of the equipment.
Fixtures can also be trendy! It’s always worthwhile 
to choose products that meet your needs and 
have an interesting design at the same time. 
Black Concept Ferro kitchen mixers are exactly 
what you need. Their black or black-chrome finish 
will match all kinds of furniture and worktops.

BLACK CONCEPT
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- BLACK
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STRATOS BLACK
Perfect in every way

FERRO STRATOS BLACK
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The Stratos Black line is an example of a perfect composition of modern 
form with a matt black finish. This duo makes the line popular and fits 
perfectly into simple monochromatic interiors.

The Rondo Lux Black set with a round rain shower and a shower handle is 
another proposal from the Ferro black collection. Easy installation of the 
shower or wall-mounted bathtub mixer allows to create a dream bathing zone.

WASHBASIN

BIDET

SHOWER BATH

SHOWER

RONDO LUX BLACK
sliding shower set with rainfall

NP23-BL

Standing washbasin 
mixer 
 

BSC2BL

Built-in washbasin mixer  
a set of concealed and surface 
mounted components 
180 mm spout

BSC3PABL

Wall-mounted shower  
mixer 
 
 

BSC7BL

Standing counter 
washbasin mixer 
 

BSC2LBL

Built-in shower  
mixer 
2-function 
a set of concealed and surface 
mounted components

BSC7PBL

Standing bidet 
mixer 
 
 

BSC6BL

Wall-mounted bath  
mixer 
 
 

BSC1BL

Built-in shower  
mixer 
1-function 
a set of concealed and surface 
mounted components

BSC7PABL
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ALGEO BLACK
Prepared for anything

FERRO ALGEO BLACK
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The Algeo line, so admired by its users, has been expanded with a black 
version. Delicate chrome details enliven its simple form and add charm.

One of our new Rondo Black shower sets fits into the collection. Its finish 
harmonises perfectly with black shower or bath mixers.

Standing washbasin 
mixer 

BAG2BL

Standing washbasin 
mixer with swivel spout 

BAG2ABL

Standing counter 
washbasin mixer 

BAG2LBL

Standing bidet  
mixer

BAG6BL

Wall-mounted shower  
mixer

BAG7BL

Wall-mounted bath  
mixer

BAG1BL

BIDET SHOWER BATH

RONDO BLACK
sliding shower set with rainfall

NP21-BL
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ZICCO BLACK
A unique form

FERRO ZICCO BLACK
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The Zicco Black line is a proposal for those who admire simplicity and 
modern design. The dominant quadrilateral form of the mixer is also visible in 
the smallest details, such as pads and rosettes. This is why the models from 
this collection have a unique appearance.

The stylistic consistency of the bathroom furnishings is achieved by choosing 
a shower set compatible with the mixer in terms of colour and shape with a 
quadrilateral motif.

Standing washbasin  
mixer 

BZI2BL

Standing bidet  
mixer 

BZI6BL

Wall-mounted shower  
mixer 

BZI7BL

Wall-mounted bath  
mixer 
automatic bath/shower switch 
with a lock

BZI1BL

BIDET SHOWER

BATH

SQUERTO LUX BLACK
sliding shower set with rainfall

NP24-BL
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SHOWER SET WITH RAINFALLWASHBASIN
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ALGEO SQUARE BLACK/CHROME
Compact and modern

FERRO ALGEO SQUARE BLACK/CHROME
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Standing washbasin 
mixer

BAQ2BLC

Standing counter 
washbasin mixer

BAQ2LBLC

Standing bidet  
mixer

BAQ6BLC

Wall-mounted shower  
mixer

BAQ7BLC

Wall-mounted bath  
mixer 
automatic bath/shower switch 
with a lock

BAQ1BLC

Algeo Square Black/Chrome is designed for all users who want to furnish a 
modern bathroom according to the fashionable Black style trend and at the 
same time appreciate a chrome finish. Covered in chrome: the flat, straight-
ended handle and the upper surface of the spout reflect the light and create 
an original composition with the black base of the mixer. 

For this line of mixers we suggest you choose one of our shower proposals with 
a black finish – the Squerto Black set. Its characteristic feature is a square rain 
shower with a system for easy limestone removal.

ALGEO SQUARE BLACK/CHROME
Compact and modern

BIDET

SHOWER BATH

SQUERTO BLACK
sliding shower set with rainfall

NP22-BL
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SHOWER SET WITH RAINFALLWASHBASIN
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ADORE BLACK/CHROME
A bold combination

FERRO ADORE BLACK/CHROME
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Standing washbasin mixer 
G5/4 click-clack metal drain 
plug 

BDR2BLC

Built-in washbasin mixer  
a set of concealed and surface 
mounted components 
190 mm spout

BDR3PABLC

Wall-mounted shower  
mixer 
 
 

BDR7BLC

Standing counter 
washbasin mixer 
 

BDR2LBLC

Wall-mounted bath  
mixer 
automatic bath/shower switch 
with a lock 

BDR1BLC

Standing bidet mixer 
G5/4 automatic metal 
drain plug

BDR6BLC

Multiple-hole bath  
mixer 
ceramic bath/shower switch 
pull-out spray handle 

BDR11ABLC

Built-in shower  
mixer 
2-function 
a set of concealed and surface 
mounted components

BDR7PBLC

Adore Black/Chrome will delight those who prefer to combine modern black 
with traditional chrome. The models in this line include both flush-mounted and 
multi-hole bath mixers.

Trevi Black is a real black pearl for afficionados of comfortable showering.  
The set, thanks to the thermostatic mixer that ensures that the water 
temperature is maintained at the desired level, and the large shower head, 
will provide amazing comfort and relaxation in the shower. Trevi is additionally 
equipped with a shower handle with three types of spray.

SHOWER SET WITH RAINFALL

BIDET

BATH

SHOWER

TREVI BLACK
rainfall shower system  
and thermostatic mixer 

NP75-TRV7U-BL
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SHOWER SETS

BLACK SHOWER SETS 
Modern comfort
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There are as many as six models of Ferro black dual shower sets.  
These sets include both round as well as square shower heads, equipped  
with a shelf for cosmetics and a ready set with a thermostatic mixer. 
Two of them are equipped with a shelf for cosmetics and two of the sets 
include also thermostatic mixers 

RONDO LUX BLACK 
sliding shower set  
with rainfall

NP23-BL

3 3
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RONDO BLACK 
sliding shower set  
with rainfall

NP21-BL

SQUERTO LUX BLACK 
sliding shower set  
with rainfall

NP24-BL

SQUERTO BLACK
sliding shower set  
with rainfall

NP22-BL

TREVI BLACK
rainfall shower system 
and thermostatic mixer

NP75-TRV7U-BL

TREVI SQUARE BLACK
rainfall shower system 
and thermostatic mixer

NP75SQ-TRV7U-BL

BLACK CONCEPT  BATHROOM

SHOWER SETS WITH RAINFALL
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BLACK ACCESSORIES 
Elegance in the set

BLACK ACCESSORIES
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Ferro bathroom mixers in black are complemented by washbasin plugs  
and shower hoses in the same colour. Such additions will make the bathroom 
arrangement stylistically coherent and complete.

Drain valve G5/4 
ceramic plug  
for washbasins  
with overflow

S288PPCB

Steel Black 
shower hose 
L = 150 cm

W33

Black PVC 
shower hose  
L = 150 cm

W43

SHOWER HOSES SIPHONS

CLICK-CLACK PLUGS

BLACK CONCEPT  BATHROOM

QUADRO 
drain valve G5/4 
for washbasins 
with overflow

S284-BL

ROTONDO 
drain valve G5/4 
for washbasins  
without overflow

S285B-BL

ROTONDO 
drain valve G5/4 
for washbasins  
with overflow

S285-BL

Drain valve G5/4 
for washbasins  
with overflow 

S283-BL

Universal bottle 
trap 

S30-BL

QUADRO  
bottle siphon 
G1 1/4 x 32 mm

S280-BL

Pipe siphon 
G1 1/4 x 32 mm 

S282-BL

LINEAR DRAINS

SUPER SLIM PRO 
linear drain 
throughput up to 48 l/min

OLSP1-60-BL  / 600 mm / 
OLSP1-70-BL  / 700 mm / 
OLSP1-80-BL  / 800 mm /

ORA 
Linear drain 
throughput: 54 l/min

OL1-70-BL  / 700 mm / 
OL1-80-BL  / 800 mm /

WALL SLIM 
wall drain 
throughput up to 45 l/min

OLWS1-BL  /300 mm/

Linear drain installed under 
floor tiles 
throughput: 54 l/min

OLP1-70-BL  / 700 mm / 
OLP1-80-BL  / 800 mm /

Linear drain 
throughput: 54 l/min 
700 mm

OL70-BL  / 700 mm / 
OL80-BL  / 800 mm /
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KITCHEN 
- BLACK

BLACK CONCEPT  KITCHEN
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KITCHEN MIXERS

BLACK KITCHEN MIXERS
Style and functionality
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FREYA 
standing sink mixer  
with pull-out spray
graphite

BFR8B

FREYA 
standing sink mixer 
graphite

BFR42B

FREYA 
standing sink mixer 
graphite

BFR41B

FREYA 
standing sink mixer 
graphite

BFR4B

Black is also trendy in kitchen. Everyone can choose from the Ferro offer a 
mixer perfectly matched to the interior in such a finish. From black, through 
compositions with chrome, to graphite, matching granite sinks. 

ADORE BLACK/CHROME 
standing sink mixer 

BDR4BLC

ZICCO BLACK  
standing sink mixer 

BZI4BL

ZUMBA BLACK 
standing sink mixer  
with flexible spout

BZA4B

ZUMBA II BLACK 
standing sink mixer  
with flexible spout

BZA42B

ZUMBA SLIM BLACK 
standing sink mixer  
with flexible spout

BZA43B

RATIO BLACK  
standing sink mixer 

BTI4BL

LUGIO BLACK  
standing sink mixer 

BLG4BL

LIBRETTO  
standing sink mixer  
with pull-out flexible spout 

BLE4B

KITCHEN MIXERS

KITCHEN MIXERS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR GRANITE SINKS

BLACK CONCEPT  KITCHEN
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GRANITE SINKS

BLACK 
GRANITE SINKS 
Natural appearance and durability
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Single bowl sink 58x48 cm

DRGM1/48/58BA  /graphite/
DRGM1/48/58HA  /graphite shine/

Single bowl sink  Ø 51 cm

DRGM1/51BA  /grafit/
DRGM1/51HA  /graphite shine/

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm

DRGM48/58BA  /graphite/
DRGM48/58HA  /graphite shine/

Single bowl sink  78x48 cm

DRGM48/78BA  /graphite/
DRGM48/78HA  /graphite shine/

New lines of granite sinks in graphite and graphite shine finish are a proposal 
for those who prefer dark colours and simple modern forms. Ferro sinks 
are also a guarantee of durability and aesthetic finish, which is an important 
argument when choosing kitchen equipment.

DOUBLE BOWL SINKS

SINGLE BOWL SINKS

Double bowl sink 78x48 cm

DRGM2/48/78BA  /graphite/
DRGM2/48/78HA  /graphite shine/

Double bowl sink 79x48 cm

DRGM3/48/79BA  /graphite/
DRGM3/48/79HA  /graphite shine/

BLACK CONCEPT  KITCHEN
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Do you need technical assistance  
and/or information about a product 
before buying?
Please contact us! Our consultants will 
provide comprehensive answers to your 
questions.

BLACK CONCEPT

Do you have any 
questions?

export@ferro.pl
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